HALO Bassinest swivel sleeper
Hospital Series
Safe sleep made easier

TM

The HALO Bassinest® swivel sleeper Hospital Series introduces
a whole new level of care that safely brings newborns closer
than ever to their caregivers. Its innovative design with 360˚
pivot enhances your postpartum rooming-in practices and helps
mothers nurture and bond with their babies, all while enabling
safe sleep practices.

Peace of mind. It’s built right into the design.
Offering a design to help support safe sleep from day one, the
HALO Bassinest is more than just convenient. It’s designed with
safety in mind—for families and care professionals alike. Its
thoughtful design with dual pivot allows mom to position her
baby in just the right place for safe access to her baby—helping
make breastfeeding, sleeping, and bonding seamless.

Closer care
Newborns need a loving touch. Early bonding is critical to both
parents’ and infant’s health, growth, and development1. HALO
Bassinest offers a new way to enable a baby-friendly, familycentered care model while supporting bonding and breastfeeding.

The HALO Bassinest is designed to
enable safe sleep practices and bonding:
• 	Clear bedside walls provide visibility, so mom
can rest but still keep eye contact with her baby—
which is key to bonding.
•	A rotational arm, 360° swivel, and tuck-under design all
allow mom to bring her baby close, while the infant
remains on a separate sleeping surface. This is particularly
helpful for fatigued moms who want to stay close to their
baby but need a break from skin-to-skin contact.
•	Mom can adjust the bassinet and baby to the position that
is intuitive and natural to her.
•	Bassinet bed can be brought directly above mom’s lap,
helping to enable safe placement of the baby into the
bassinet after breastfeeding.
Contact your sales representative to learn more or visit
http://www.halosleep.com/bassinest-swivel-sleeperhospital-series/.
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Specifications
Model number
Overall length
Overall width
Bassinest dimensions
Length
Width
Depth
Overall mattress
Length
Width
Depth
Weight capacity
Bassinest
Shelf
Height range
High
Low
Caster diameter

3957
49" (124.5 cm)
27.1" (68.8 cm)
32.8" +/- 0.25 (83.4 cm)
20.5" +/- 0.25 (52.1 cm)
8.9" +/- 0.25 (22.6 cm)
25.8" (65.5 cm)
14.2" (36 cm)
1" (2.5 cm)
30 lb (13.6 kg)
25 lb (11.3 kg)
30.88" (78.4 cm)
20.25" (51.4 cm)
4" (10.2 cm) x 2; 3" (7.6 cm) x 2

* HALO reserves the right to change specifications without notice.

1	Barker et al., Int J Nurs Clin Pract 2017, 4: 229
https://doi.org/10.15344/2394-4978/2017/229

Imagination at work

GE Healthcare is proud to be the exclusive distributor of the
HALO Bassinest for use in hospitals in the United States.
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